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Citizen Science @ the OU
• Britain’s main e-learning institution and
leader in distance learning
• Develops innovative educational technology
• Integrates citizen science, open / practical
science (online) within STEM education
Citizen Science themes & features
• Monitoring at geographic scales: big data
• Collaborative formal and informal learning
opportunities
• Infrastructure for collecting and analysing
data
• Outreach and public engagement
• Public participation in scientific research /
biological recording

Why citizen science?
OU: The early days…

(noun)
the collection and analysis of data relating to the natural world by members of the
general public, typically as part of a collaborative project with professional scientists.

Recent History of CS at the OU
Species evolution trends: snails

2009

Your place to share nature: species ID skills

Practical science, online experiments etc.

2012

Create scientific investigations: store and
share information
Share geo-located data

2013

The monster map of trees:
ecosystem services, tree health
Astronomy research observatories: linking
astronomy, astrophysics and particle
astrophysics communities

2016

www.iSpotnature.org
a citizen science social networking platform for biodiversity
Explore : view observations
( List, Gallery or Map view)
Identify : Search
observations, browse
species, species dictionary,
keys, interactions
Contribute : Likely IDs,
agreements, comments,
forums, gain reputation
points
Personalise: create filters
with Projects; collate
observation how you want to

iSpot: a social network
Comments, Identifications and Agreements
• A social network for
biodiversity: one UK
participant
• Connections between
the locations of the
hundreds of comments,
agreements and likely IDs
given
• Demonstrates how iSpot
works: making
connections, sharing
knowledge and expertise
to identify species
Key:
Comments (yellow)
Agreements (blue)
Likely IDs (red)

*Excludes the user’s own observations

A networked community:
comments on observations

Number of comments (bottom axis) posted to observations (side axis) i.e.
100,000 observations have received at least one comment.

A networked community: Species ID
Sandhouse Lane Nature Reserve
• Old quarry of 10 acres
managed as a nature
reserve since 1999
• Known as an important
breeding place for
dragonflies and damselflies
• iSpot project show a rich
diversity
• 305 observation recorded
on iSpot
• Identified to species level
(some to genus or family)
• Likely IDs / Agreements
from wide range of experts
across the UK

Expertise:
Expert support from
Recording schemes,
societies and other
organisations

A community for teaching
and learning
Concept of
learning
derived from
a random
sample of
100 user
comments

“By focussing on learning, iSpot not only helps participants
generate valid scientific observations, but it also trains them to
become the biological recorders on whom future data
collection will depend.”
Silvertown, J., Harvey, M., Greenwood, R., Dodd, M., Rosewell, J., Rebelo, T., Ansine, J., McConway, K. (2015). Crowdsourcing the
identification of organisms: A case-study of iSpot. ZooKeys, (480), 125.

iSpot helps people learn
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iSpot’s learning model
Learning as an active participant:

“Many begin by simply
exploring the site;
searching, browsing
and viewing
observations; learning
through interaction
…can be a valuable
experience. “
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5
RECOGNITION:

EXPLORE:

informal to formal
learning is supported
through quizzes, free
online learning and
courses

4

see the thousands of
species spotted so far

Five steps to learning through

2

PERSONALISE:

IDENTIFY:

participate in citizen
science challenges,
design projects &
filter your own
learning

join the community;
add your own
observations and get
help with
identifications

3
CONTRIBUTE:
a reputation system
motivates &
rewards; awarding
badges for
contributions

Ansine, J., Dodd, M., Robinson, D., McAndrew, P., (2017) Exploring citizen science and inquiry learning through
iSpotnature.org. Chapter 6 in Herodotou, C., Sharples, M., Scanlon, E. (eds) Citizen Inquiry: Synthesising citizen science
and inquiry learning. Routledge.

iSpot Quiz:
self assessment & learning

Analysis of the 35,832 quizzes taken between August 1, 2013 up to September 1, 2016
by both registered and unregistered participants (Ansine et al 2017)

iSpot as a teaching tool
OU Courses / Modules / activities:
(between 2–30 iSpot study hours)

•
•
•
•

S159 Neighbourhood Nature
U316 Environmental Web
S295 Biology of Survival
SXHL288 Practical science: biology and
health
• H800 Technology-Enhanced Learning:
practices & debates
•
E209 Developing subject knowledge for the
primary years
• MOOC Introduction to Ecosystems
• BOC Citizen Science and Global Biodiversity
2018
• OpenLearn: www.open.edu/openlearn/
• OpenScience Lab practical citizen science
activities: www.opensciencelab.ac.uk
+ Courses by other universities, colleges and
schools

iSpot in teaching

Community supported teaching and learning
Biology of Survival (S295): OU 2nd level
undergraduate module
Students do two main activities using
iSpot:
• Bioblitz activity (October)
• Pollination study (March – April)
Summary of use / results:
• bioblitz-S295-20XX tag used
• Student observations filtered into a
project
• 2017/18: 488 observations posted

“There are some areas that are worthy of commendation. The iSpot activity is an innovative
part of the curriculum enabling students to have interaction with experts. Thus early in the
course the wider internet community of biologists is identified and drawn upon.”
S295 External Examiner 2016

Citizen science & Global Biodiversity
Free 8 week Badged Open Course (BOC) www.open.edu/openlearn/

Title: Citizen Science and Global Biodiversity
Highlights the importance of biodiversity and how
anyone can contribute, identify and record wildlife,
as a citizen scientist:
• What is citizen science its growth and link to
biological recording
• Scientific research activities as you learn and build
individual skills.
• Traditional biological keys and online recording
using citizen science techniques
• Practical activities using www.iSpotnature.org
• Using web resources to research species ecology
• The impact of citizen science on biodiversity
around the globe.
www.open.edu/openlearn/science-maths-technology/coming-soon-citizen-science-and-global-biodiversity

Community scale & reach
• Media: radio and TV (OU and BBC) and
social media
– News stories:e.g. Katie and the moth
– Saving Species - BBC Radio 4 / Great British
Year - BBC 1

• Public engagement & outreach:
events and activities (iSpot Biodiversity
Mentors)
• Collaborations, partnerships, funding:
– NBN, OPAL, RSPB, etc -UK State of Nature
Reports), EoL, Europe - ECSA
– Funding: Big Lottery Fund, Garfield Weston
Foundation, Wolfson Foundation, Ernest
Cook Trust, British Ecological Society,
British Council

iSpot for the future
•
•
•
•

Species ID / Biological
recording
New innovation i.e. AI
Data classification,
collection & analysis

•

Data &
Research

•

Teaching &
Learning

Interactive social
network
Technology: tools &
features
Integrating iSpot into
more teaching and
learning (formal &
informal)

Collaboration:
Knowledge
Exchange
•
•
•
•

iSpot’s model for citizen science, teaching and learning
National / International policy & reports e.g. UK State of Nature
Collaborations, partnerships( e.g NBN) & new funding options
Public engagement and media opportunities

Building & maintaining
iSpot’s community

We need… YOU!
iSpot as it is now - existing technology
• How could you use it now?
• Barriers?
How to make iSpot more suitable for you / new ideas
• What functionality would you need?
• How can iSpot’s primary data and collaborative opportunities support
biological recording?
Other ideas – use of the iSpot citizen science platform
• iSpot’s citizen science is about biodiversity – how could this be further
applied?
iSpot for the future
• June 2009 – June 2019: acknowledging 10 years of iSpot

Thankyou!
Contacts:
Janice Ansine
Senior Project Manager –
Citizen Science
janice.ansine@open.ac.uk
Mike Dodd
iSpot Curator
michael.dodd@open.ac.uk
Twitter: @iSpotnature
@janiceansine

www.iSpotnature.org

Help us build and maintain iSpot:
•
•
•
•
•

>68,000 registered users (participants)
>769,000 observations posted
>922,000 determinations
>2 million agreements
4.3m user sessions / 3.4m page views

• >1.5 million images
• >43,000 species observed
• 180 countries
• >120,000 engagement
• 200 expert organisations

